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GROWING IN FAITH

WITH CURIOSITY

AND COMMUNITY 



WE  MEET  FROM  10:45-11:45  A .M .ON  SUNDAY

MORNINGS .  WE  WILL  BE  USING  A  HYBRID

MODEL  FOR  OUR  COURSES  FOR  BOTH  IN

PERSON  AND  DIGITAL  PARTICIPATION

FALL  COURSES
September 20-October 18

Talking about Racism

Course Description: In these difficult

and rapidly changing times, this is an

opportunity to learn about how racism has

impacted our country and what we, as

Christians, can do about it.

Facilitated by: Members of the CPC Amos

Group

October 25-November 22

Death and Dying

Course Description: As Christians, we

believe death is not the end of the story

but a moment of transition from this

earthly life to eternal life.  Come explore

the many aspects of death with a variety of

leaders, each leaders in their expertise

Facilitated by: Rev. Beth Freese Dammers

WINTER  COURSES

January 10-February 7

Christian Ethics

Course Description: We often think of ethics as

about what’s right and wrong. Christian Ethics is

larger than that. It is about how we should live as

Christians, in relation to God, to others, and

ourselves. What are we called to do? What does it

mean to follow Christ? What kind of life is a good

one? Our morality is bound up with

these questions, which help us understand not

just the right way of doing, but of being, and why?

Facilitated by: Chris Vaughan 

SPRING  COURSES
March 7-21

God, Suffering and Evil

Course Description: If God is all

good and all powerful, then why is there so

much suffering and evil in the world?  This

is a troubling and perplexing question--one

that Christians have asked through the

centuries.  There are no easy answers here. 

In this class we will explore the question

together, and take a look at the ways

Christian theology has responded across

the centuries, from ancient to

contemporary times.

Facilitated by: Rev. Dr. Anna Case-Winters

from McCormick Theological Seminary

November 29-December 20

Spiritual Practices in a Time of Waiting

Course Description: There are many ways to

connect with God, to deepen our relationship

with the Holy. For many of us, finding a

practice and getting started are stumbling

blocks. This four-week class will use Advent as

a place to begin. Each session will include

word, experience and silence.

Facilitated by: Rev. Marylen Marty-Gentile,

Spiritual Director and Retired Pastor 


